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AUDITED

MICHAEL WARRINER likes to stay out of the spot

light - that is, until it comes to letting others know about native 

bees, especially bumblebees. Michael, who wrote this month's 

feature on bumblebees, is the invertebrate biologist in TPWD's 

Wildlife Diversity Program. "That means I deal with things that 

don't have backbones," he says, 

meaning spineless wonders such as 

insects, spiders and mollusks. How

ever, Michael is partial to bumble

bees, and not just because they're 

4 - , cute "flying balls of fur." They're 

highly beneficial to the ecosystem as 

well as agriculture. Considering 

bumblebee declines, it's important 

to examine how these insects are 

doing in Texas, especially given their 

critical roles in maintaining native 

ecosystems, he says.  

SIEVE LI6HFOOTstill remembers a time when 

dogwood blooms and the call of bobwhites ushered in spring
time in East Texas Unfortunately, he says, that memory con

tinues to fade with each passing spring. Steve, who wrote "Quail 

Quandary" in this month's issue, is 

TPWD's primary media contact for 

w-ldlife-related topics and has been 

fcllowing the decline of quail in 

Texas for nearly 20 years. An avid 

sportsman, Steve has pursued quail 

from the Yucatan to Georgia - N 
mostly from behind a camera these 

days. He says he hasn't given up on 

bobwhite, or wingshooting for that 

matter, but reserves his shotgun 
mostly for spring turkey, dove in the 

fal and ducks during the winter.  

JASON SINGHURSThas conducted field-oriented 

research on the vegetation ecology of Texas for the past I8 
years. His expertise includes rare plant species, natural areas 

inventory, plant community ecology, plant taxonomy, land 
management and field surveys. Jason, who contributed this 

month's Flora Fact on Texas bluebells, is a botanist/ecologist 

for the Texas Parks and Wildlife 

1 Department. He has described five 

plant species new to science that are 

endemic to Texas (found nowhere 

else but Texas). Jason received 

bachelor's and master's degrees in 

agricultural science from Stephen 

F. Austin State University. He has 

published more than 70 scientific 

publications on the flora and plant 

ecology of Texas and in 2008 co

authored a book, Rare Plants of Texas.  

TEXAS PARKS & WILDLIFE* 7



AT "' U I
FROM THE P E N OF CARTER P. S M IT H 

There are a lot of ways to enjoy a river. Upside-down in a kayak bobbing through the whitewater while 

your buddies look on uproariously from downstream isn't exactly how I'd prescribe it for you. Nonetheless, such 

was the state I recently found myself in just mere minutes, and maybe even seconds, into a half-day run down the 

Pedernales River.  

The river, swollen with the bounty and blessing of some hard late-spring rains, was too tempting for our little 

merry band of kayakers to pass up. After a year of weather-related records that none of us would like to see repli

cated, the Pedernales was finally flowing full and strong, even if only temporarily. Reports of cascading whitewa

ter surging over the river's namesake flint rocks sealed the deal. We were headed to the river.  

We had just embarked from a sandy bank on our friend's ranch when my little mishap in the rapids occurred.

Unbeknownst to me, my friend's wife, who had dropped us off, walked down the shore tak

ing pictures when the first deep plunge into the rocks and rapids got the better of me. It 

was, how shall I say, an inglorious beginning to what otherwise was a glorious afternoon.  

Notwithstanding the above, the run down the river was phenomenal. There was enough 

whitewater to keep things interesting, and the ample stretches of pools and flat water 

offered us a chance to immerse ourselves in the river's environs. Big, steep-shouldered 

limestone bluffs provided spectacular scenery all along the way. Beautiful stands of tower

ing cypress, pecans and oaks lined the banks and provided deep, cooling shade from the 

heat of the afternoon sun. Bands of herons and egrets flitting from canopy to canopy kept 

us company, as did the red-eared sliders that eyed us from bits of driftwood along the banks.  

When we kayaked through the portion of the river bound by Pedernales Falls State Park, 

I was delighted to see groups of friends and families out and about in the park. There were 

birders and hikers and swimmers and kayakers and waders and anglers, and still others sim

ply content to sit along the water's edge and watch as the currents passed them by. They were 

all enjoying the river safely, respectfully and responsibly.  

Down the river, we couldn't help but marvel at rows of bald cypress trees still living but 

noticeably sheared off and flattened at their tops, about 20 or 30 feet above us. The phe

nomenon was not an artifact of an errant windstorm or tornado, but rather of a big 100

year flood that had long ago swept through the Pedernales watershed and "topped off"

$"hn eku)e 
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families out any 
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the big cypresses. It was a subtle reminder, and an important natural history lesson, that rivers can, do and will 

flood again.  

When a friend met us at our designated take-out point, albeit about two hours after our appointed pick-up time, 

we all cried out in unison that we sure needed "to do that again." I hope we do, and I hope you do, too.  

With summer officially upon us, Texas' inland and coastal waters offer a great, family-friendly way to beat the 

heat and enjoy the outdoors. Visit the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department website to learn more about the state's 

37 or so officially named paddling trails. These community-sponsored paddling trails offer a great way to expe

rience the state's lakes, rivers and coastlines in both rural and urban areas alike. Or, as described in my colleague 

Trey Hamlett's article, get out and try one of the country's fastest-growing sports, stand-up paddleboarding. It is 

a great way to both enjoy a lake and to get in a workout at the same time.  

Whether on a kayak or atop a stand-up paddleboard, I can assure you, life's better outside! 

Thanks for caring about our wild things and wild places. They need you now more than ever.

E X E C U T I V E D I R E C T O R

Texas Parks and Wildlife Department mission statement: 

To manage and conserve the natural and cultural resources of Texas and to provide hunting, fishing 

and outdoor recreation opportunities for the use and enjoyment of present and future generations.

8 * JULY 2012
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PICKS, PANS AND PROBES FROM OUR READERS 

F0 R E WO RD LETTERS
Whether in cautious increments or riotous swipes, nature always finds balance.  

As passengers on this planet as it sails through the universe, we see the swing of nature's 

pendulum as cruel or kind, depending on our perspective. We rarely pause long 

enough to reflect that perhaps the very "cruelty" of nature could also be seen as mere

ly another step in the necessary process that brings us such joy.  

As I look outside my window at the rampant destruction by oak wilt in the woods I 

call home, I see beyond the remnants of those mighty trees that shaded my home and 

gave roosts to a panoply of birds and other creatures. Vines and ground 

cover plants that once grew only haltingly in the quiet darkness spring 

to new vigor in the sun that now encourages them each day. Not all are 

friendly, so we stoop and pull the beggar's lice and cockleburs that long 

to tangle themselves in shaggy dog tails.  

In this pastoral setting, my children learned about life and death in 

the most natural way. When we watched cardinal eggs hatch in a nest on 

a low peach tree limb, we were filled with wonder and joy. A few days 

later, when the nest was marauded by their pet cat, they learned a cruel 

lesson about animal instinct and survival of the fittest. Even if we had 

intervened in time and protected that nest, we couldn't do the same for 

the other nests in our woods. In fact, it was probably our intrusion (by 

spotting and visiting the nest) that tipped off that otherwise lazy cat in 

the first place. "I am thrille 
For quail, it is not predation that threatens their once-prolific num- each tim 

bers. As our habitat spreads and changes, their little piece of paradise [the fox 
shrinks and grows less suitable for their survival. We search for ways to th 
manage this species and ensure its survival, but after all, we humans are 

the ones who have endangered it. And what about other members of the NELAN 

animal kingdom, those who live on the outskirts of our civilization, for- Bosq 

aging in trash cans when they once roamed nature's ever-decreasing 

prairies and forests?

It's easy to think of wildlife as pests, particularly when they encroach on our person

al real estate. Those white-tailed deer are a vision, but we see red when they eat our cul

tivated plantings. Furry raccoons look so cuddly with their bandit masks, but we're a 

little less than thrilled when they break into the chicken coop for a midnight snack.  

When stung by a wasp, our first reaction is to "nuke 'em all" with pesticide. When wild 

grasses and flowers become unsightly "weeds" in our manicured landscapes, we pull out 

the herbicide. But what about the interruption we cause in the cycle of life? When we 

get rid of insects, what will take care of pollination? When we kill healthy plants, what 

is left for wildlife to eat? 

There are no easy answers. Scores of TPWD biologists spend lifetimes looking at 

these issues, a life's work that's immeasurably important. Thanks to their efforts, 

nature in all its cruelty and kindness will continue to cycle and recycle those elements 

that make life truly better outside.  

LouIE BOND 

E D I T O R
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ABOUT QUAIL 
here are some things I'd like to point 

out about the quail crisis. First off, I 

don't think that quail are declining due to 

urban development, road building and 

human expansion. Rather, I think it's pes

ticides. Pesticides can cause the birds to 

become sick, neglect their 

young and become more sus

N E ceptible to predators.  

A 1978 study in Virginia 

shows that 35 percent of 

quail killed by hunters had 

enough insecticide (or pesti

cide) in their bodies to cause 

sickness or death. There is 

more CRP land, government 

paying farmers not to farm, 

but we still face a crisis.  

In the 1970s, when my dad 

fascinated was growing up in Lubbock 

ee them County on a farm, they still 

ander plowed boundary to boundary, 
and there wasn't much more 

cover than there is now. There 
TCH AEL were a lot of blue quail. But the 
1104' blue quail disappeared in later 

years, about the time they start

ed using pesticide to a heavy extent.  

J. C. WILLIAMS, AGE 13 

Idalou 

TPWD UPLAND GAME BIRD PROGRAM 

LEADER ROBERT PEREZ RESPONDS: Factors 

such as toxins are being examined by researchers 

looking into the quail decline. But undoubtedly, loss 

of habitat is the greatest challenge quail have faced 

over theyears. And as quail populations have 

become more sparse and separated from one anoth 

er, the impacts of anv number offactors can become 

amplified. This would include the pesticidesyou 

mention as well as catastrophic weather events, 

predators, fire ants and so on. See Steve Lightfoot's 

story, "Quail Quandary,"on Page 26 for more on 

the quail question. In health) rangeland, quail are 

insulated against the impacts of man threats. These
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are the places we find quail today and, with help, 
will find them for generations to come.  

A LITTLE NIGHT MUSIC 

After reading your article "Hitchhik
ng Herp" in the April 2012 issue, 

I realized the 

sound I have 

been hearing 

every night 

could possi

bly be the Rio Grande chirping frog 

outside my house. Armed with a flash

light, I went looking for it and tracking 

the sound. It took a while, but I finally 

found him. I'm sending some pictures I 

took of him to help me confirm that this 

is actually the Rio Grande chirping frog.  

GARRETT ENGELHARDT 

Rosenberg 

TPWD WILDLIFE BIOLOGIST LEE ANN 

JOHNSON LINAM RESPONDS: You are 

exactly correct that it is a Rio Grande chirping 

frog. They are fairly common in Fort Bend Coun

ty -perhaps arriving first in Harris County and 

then spreading out from there. The photographs

are excellent. I would like to use them in some of 

our Texas Amphibian Watch educational efforts.  

Feel free to visit our Web page, 

www.tpwd.state.tx.us/amphibians, to learn more 

about Texas Amphibian Watch - we'd love to 
receive observations in the future! 

FASCINATING FOXES 
enjoyed Nathan Rains' article 'A 'Tail' 

of Two Foxes" in the May issue. I have 

been privileged to enjoy seeing a pair of 

gray foxes frequent my home here in 

Bosque County. I first saw them even 

before we built our home on the cedar

covered 10 acres on a mesa overlooking 

the Neils Creek valley in 2007. Since 

then they have been frequent visitors, 

indulging in the water I put out for the 

deer, and occasionally the cat food that I 

sometimes leave on the porch for my cat.  

I am thrilled and fascinated each time I 

see them wander through, but nothing 

surprised me more than to see one of 

them perched on my platform bird feed

er enjoying a snack of sunflower seeds! 

NELAN MCMICHAEL 

Bosque County

CORRECTING 'TEJAS' 

enjoyed the article on Angelina ("Piney
woods Pocahontas," June 2012). How

ever, I disagree with the sentence, "The 
name Texas comes from 'tejas,' which is 

the Caddo word for 'friend.'" "Tejas" is a 

Spanish attempt at spelling the word.  

Writing this word in modern Spanish leads 

the reader to an incorrect pronunciation 

of the word. I believe writing "tayshas" or 

using a formal phonetic spelling would 

have added more accurate information to 

an already informative article.  

TRAVIs W. GREEN 

Hays 

Sound off for Mail Call 

Let us hear from you! 
Texas Parks & Wildlife magazine 

welcomes letters from our readers.  
Please include your name, address 

and daytime telephone number.  
u at 

Texas Parks & Wildlife magazine, 
4200 Smith School Road, 

Austin, TX 78744.  
Fax us at 512-389-8397.  

Email us at magazine@tpwd.state.tx.us 
We reserve the right to edit letters for length and clarity.

Vote to help 
Bastrop State Park 
win $100,000! 
Coca-Cola will provide a $100,000 grant to 

the park that receives the most votes during its 
"America Is Your Park" promotion, ending July 15.  

Vote online to help Bastrop State Park get one step 
closer to winning, and earn the park 100 votes with 
your FourSquare check-in! Learn more when you 
vote online.  

Be a part of bringing back the Lost Pines by voting 
for Bastrop State Park today: 

www.livepositively.com/parks

Life's better outside."

TEXAS PARKS & WILDLIFE * II
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GOODBYE, GRAFFITI 
Breakthrough laser techniques remove vandalism from pictographs at Hueco Tanks.  

The rock paintings at Hueco Tanks 
State Park and Historic Site represent a 

pictorial history book with chapters that o 

go back to prehistoric times.  
Unfortunately, modern vandals have 

scribbled on several of the pages. M 
In a program to restore some of the 

park's pictographs, conservators are using m 
cutting-edge techniques to remove graf

fiti from on top of the pictographs with- o 

out harming the images themselves, 

restoring them as much as possible to the 

way the original artists intended.  
The techniques, using advanced lasers o 

and noninvasive pigment sampling, 
Y represent a breakthrough in rock art 

conservation, says Wanda Olszewski, 
superintendent at Hueco Tanks. D 

Hueco Tanks, about 30 miles east of El o 

Paso, is one of the most important picto- W 

graph sites in the Southwest. It has 275 c 
known pictograph panels with 3,000 to 

6,000 individual figures and the largest 
collection of painted faces, or masks, in 

North America.  
The oldest figures date back several o 

thousand years, but most of the rock m 

paintings were done i,800 to 550 years o 
ago by the Jornada Mogollon culture. o 
Since that time, tribes such as the c 
Mescalero Apaches have also left behind 

paintings on the rocks.  
From the 19

6 0s to 1990s, vandals left z 
their mark on the park, spraying graffiti W 

on the rocks and in some cases on top of 
irreplaceable pictographs.  

"One particular site I looked at early m 
in my career here has a little Jornada D 

Mogollon-era painted mask that was m 
frowning," Olszewski says. "It has this 

brow created out of a natural bump in 

the rock. It has eyes painted on it, and 

it's got this frowning face. All around 

it, somebody back in the '6 0s or '70s o

Ig * JULY 2012
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painted 'Thunderbird' in spray paint 
on top of it. It was horrible. I remem

ber thinking: Boy, it's like this mask 
knew what was coming. That was one 

that has always affected me quite a bit.  
There are others, too, that we thought 
there was just no way to ever get back." 

Corservators have worked over the 

years to remove graffiti at the park using 

conventional methods such as solvents 

and abrasives, but those techniques have 
limitations and couldn't be used where 
graffiti covered rock art.  

With changes in conservation technol

ogy, park officials began tc consider the 

possibility of laser removal of graffiti.  
Chicago-based Conservation of Sculp
ture and Objects Studio Inc., which spe
cializes in laser restoration of buildings, 
sculptures and other artworks, got the 

contract to tackle the Hueco work.  
In the pilct phase of the project, in 

2009, the conservators used lasers to 
successfully remove graffiti that was not 

on top of pictographs.  
"That was an important first step in a 

carefully planned, multi-phase project to 
ultimately remove graffiti from rock art," 

says Tim Roberts, TPWD cultural 
resource coordinator.  

Next, the conservators worked to cali

brate tiieir lasers to distinguish between 
graffiti and rock art. They wanted to ana

lyze the chemical composition of the pig
ments and re-create in their studio the 
graffiti-on-pictograph conditions found 
at Hueco. They took physical samples of 
the graffiti gut had to use noninvasive 

techniques to sample the pictographs.  
Park officials wouldn't let them touch 

the rock art, and that presented an inter

esting challenge.  
"Imagine that you're asked to clean 

something that you're not allowed to 
touch,' says conservator Andrzej 

Dajnowski. "That was our scenario.

AFTE R 
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Before you start cleaning something that 

valuable, you want to know what that thing 
is. But we couldn't touch it, couldn't take 

a sample. So all the techniques used were 

experimental and new." 

With help from the Philadelphia 
Museum of Art and Bruker Optics, 
Dajnowski and his colleagues used X-ray 
fluorescence, Raman spectroscopy and 
infrared spectroscopy to take readings 

from the pictographs to determine the 
chemical composition of the pictograph 
pigments and binders. These tech
niques have been used on fine art paint

ings, but it was the first time that this 

combination of techniques was used in 
the study of rock art, Roberts says.  

Dajnowski and his team went back to 
the studio to create mockups of rock art 

and graffiti with pigments identical to 
what they found at Hueco. They experi

mented with their lasers to determine the 

correct settings for removing only the 
graffiti layer.  

When satisfied with the results, they 
returned to Hueco in the summer of 

2011. Before they could proceed, they 
had to demonstrate to Native American 

leaders that their techniques wouldn't 
harm the rock art. With that permission 
granted, they headed to their first project, 
a site near and dear to Olszewski: the 

frowning man and Thunderbird.  

Roberts says, "The first site, I'd say, was 
100 percent successful in removing the 
painted graffiti." 

Olszewski pointed out that removing 
the graffiti by laser is a painstaking 
process, carried out slowly and meticu

lously in a harsh desert environment for 

hours and days at a time, often in 

cramped conditions. It was a challenging 
time for the conservators, park staff and 

the equipment, which required certain 

conditions to operate effectively.  

The second site treated is known as the

Opposite: Conservators use Raman spec
troscopy to determine the pigment con
tents of a pictograph at Hueco Tanks. The 

analysis required low-light conditions.  
Above: Pictographs before and after laser 
removal of the "Thunderbird" graffiti.  

Puking Horse. Graffiti around the 

Puking Horse pictograph had been pre
viously treated with conventional meth

ods, but the graffiti directly on the rock 
art was left alone. Dajnowski found that 

even with the laser, he couldn't safely 
remove all of the graffiti, but he was able 

to lighten it.  

Dajnowski and his team returned in the 
fall of 2011 to treat a site where a vandal 

scrawled the word "Castro" about i foot 

high and 8 feet long over some rock art.  

In September, he'll come back to work on 
a site known as HC.  

Dajnowski's contract ran out in mid
2011, and he has been donating his time 

since then. He says he mostly cares about 

getting the job done, and done right.  
"Money is not the point here," 

Dajnowski says. "If I were after money, I 
would have quit a long time ago. A proj
ect like this gives me a lot of professional 
satisfaction. Nothing like this was done 
before. It's a groundbreaking process, a 

groundbreaking project." 

Olszewski has been pleased with the 
results.  

After the work was completed last sum
mer, Olszewski decided it was time to 
check on an old friend.  

"I went over to the site that has the 

frowning mask on it, and all that graf
fiti was just gone," she says. "It was 
probably one of the coolest things that 
has ever happened to me here. It 
seemed so magical that something like 
that could happen." * 

- Russell Roe 
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I ~ The Ice ream Flower 
Graceful Texas bluebells are beautful and hardy.

Last July, a friend and I were fly
fishing from kayaks between Martindale 

and Staples in Central Texas. Texas was 
in the middle of an unrelenting 

drought, so most rivers were barely 
trickling, but the San Marcos River was 
flowing faithfully. We caught and 
released a few Guadalupe bass, Rio 

Grande perch and sunfish, then pulled 

over to admire a few patches of Texas 

bluebells growing in the seep gravels.  

While I marveled at this resilient plant 

blooming in the driest of summers, I 

couldn't help but daydream about a big 

bowl of Blue Bell ice cream to cool me 

down. In 1930, the Brenham Creamery 

Company changed its name to Blue Bell 

Creameries in honor of the Texas flower.  

Under the right climate conditions, 
bluebells can still be found flourishing in 

fields around Brenham.  

Showy Texas bluebells (Eustoma exaltatum 

ssp. russellianum and ssp. exaltatum) are also 
known as prairie gentians. The flowers 
are borne on fleshy blue-green stems that 

range from I to 3 feet tall. The amazing

array of 2- to 3-inch bell-shaped flowers 

occurs in blue, purple, pink, white and 

yellow. The bluebell is a short-lived 
perennial (two to five years) that reseeds 
itself. In some places, this glitzy plant has 

declined - folks cannot resist picking it.  
Bluebells are deer-resistant, except 

when their flower buds are periodically 
nipped. In cultivation, they make excel

lent cut flowers for floral arrangements.  

The Japanese have been cultivating blue

bells for decades, and many varieties are 

sold commercially. It was reportedly Lady 

BirdJohnson's favorite flower.  
In West Texas, look for bluebells along 

the Rio Grande at Big Bend National 

Park, around springs and in cienegas. In 

South Texas, you can see them along salt 
marshes, saline lakes, salt flats and in wet
lands on the backside of dunes at 

Mustang Island State Park or Padre Island 

National Seashore. In Central Texas, 

bluebells grow along the edge of spring

fed streams and rivers and in overgrazed 

meadows. Bluebells can be found in iso
lated prairies in the Sam Houston

The richly colored Texas bluebell is con

sidered to be one of the state's most 

beautiful wildflowers. Blue Bell Cream

eries is named after the native plant.  

National Forest. In the High Plains, you 

will spot them along the Canadian and 

Red rivers.  
There is no doubt that the Texas blue

bell, which graces our landscape during 

the hottest time of year, is among the 

hardiest of Texas wildflowers. So enjoy 

this extraordinary plant whether you're 

getting wet along the Texas coast or 

rivers, or just cooling off with a bowl of 

ice cream. i 

-Jason Singhurst

S"

Texas Paddling Trails are a 

series of inland and coastal 

water trails with clearly 

marked put-ins and take-outs 

and helpful information kiosk 

that make it easier than ever t 

spend time on the water, 

paddling and relaxing with 

your family or friends.

* Maps and directions 

* Information on canoe 
and kayak rentals E 1 

s Paddling events 
0 * Safety tips Life's better outside.
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* Ch money Builders 

You won't find the recent]y discovered Houston burrowing crayfish inyour etoufft.

On an early spring trip to Angleton, 
just southwest of Houston, I watched the 
roadside carefully, hoping to catch a 

glimpse of unusual structures on the 

ground in this low, wet corner of Texas.  

And there they were, the telltale signs of 

some unique Texas animals.  

Scattered along the grassy roadsides of 

County Road 171 and up into residential

lawns were 3- to 6-inch-tall edifices of 

dark mud jutting out of the ground. A 

closer look at these structures revealed 

that they were composed of pellets of mud 

piled one on top of another, often with a 

vertical tunnel descending into the sub

terranean depths.  
The earthen totems or "chimneys" are 

built by crayfish, but not the stream- and

Cabins 

IV 7, Rental Cottages 
Full Service 

Resorts 

Luxury B&B's 
Reunion Facilities 

Corporate Retreats 

Boat Rentals 
7. Y 

ArdWinning Maninas 
Centrally Locate n Dining 

Golf Four Seasons s". a rn 

of Fun.

www. getawaycapital. com

lhimneys that lead to water- filled 

charmbers where they live.  

swamp-dwelling kind. These crayfish 

(known as primary burrowers) rarely visit 

open bodies of water, preferring to spend 

their days in water-filled chambers three 

to six feet underground. Burrowing cray

fish are seldom seen, exiting their bur

rows only in spring and summer on rainy 

or very humid nights to forage for food or 

search for mates. Their chimneys typical

ly stand testament to wet ground, where 

the water table is very close to the surface.  

More than 40 crayfish species occur in 

Texas, with the low-lying, humid south

eastern corner of the state hosting the 

largest number of species. Many crayfish 

species found here are endemic, occur

ring nowhere else in the world. About a 

half-dozen burrowing crayfish species 

occur in southeastern Texas.  

One of these, the Houston burrowing 

crayfish, was discovered and described 

in 2008. Currently, this species has 

been found in only a handful of coun

ties north of Houston. If you drive 

through Grimes, Liberty or Mont

gomery counties and spy roadside cray

fish chimneys, they will likely represent 

the work of this Texas-only species.  

While found along roadsides today, the 

Houston burrowing crayfish was likely a 

historic associate of the wet coastal 

prairies that have since been converted 

to agriculture or lost to development. * 
-Michael Warriner
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Pla ing Possum ever.  

Afer a rough20 ,Psu gd 'sbk nbeerhnee.
The demise of Possum Kingdom 
State Park in the wake of raging wildfires 

in spring 2011 has been greatly exagger

ated. In fact, the lakeside park that lies 

within easy striking distance of Dallas

Fort Worth and Abilene denizens look

ing for a bucolic retreat has bounced 

back admirably.  
This year's rains have filled pictur

esque Possum Kingdom Lake almost to 

the brim, making it once again an entic

ing destination for urbanites seeking a 

place to camp, hike and cool off in this 

hilly, far northwest corner of Palo Pinto 

County. Once you get past the park 

entrance, where blackened earth and 

vegetation dominate the landscape, a 

recovering ecosystem beckons to out

door enthusiasts.  

"Everything is greening up. We are wel

coming back campers and have the ability 

to show them a good time with all of our 

campsite facilities back up and running, 

and all but one cabin hosting park visi-

7] 
/

K

tors," says Rocky Holland, park superin

tendent. "We've been clearing burned 

debris from our roads and campsites, but 

otherwise are letting Mother Nature take 

its course." 

Holland notes that one benefit of the 

wildfires that hit Possum Kingdom in 

April 2011 is the discovery of several old 

pathways that were overgrown and forgot

ten. Hikers can now enjoy two new hiking 

trails that add another half-mile to the 

almost 2-mile trail system. In addition, 

there's good news for sufferers of cedar 

fever - many of the park's mountain 

junipers succumbed to the flames.  

Last year, the dry, sweltering summer 

caused the lake level to drop more than 

ii feet, but this year has brought winter 

and spring rains that have returned 

15,000-acre Possum Kingdom reser

voir to almost-normal levels. That's 

more good news for state park visitors, 

who easily can access the lake for swim

ming, boating and fishing.  

"Possum Kingdom Lake is a beautiful 

lake and one of the premier water-skiing 

destinations in this part of the state," 

Holland points out. "It's crystal clear, and 

the fishing has been quite good." 
Possum Kingdom State Park encom

passes just over 1,500 acres in the Palo 

Pinto Mountains in Palo Pinto County.  

First-time visitors to the area will be 

amazed to discover the mini-mountain 

range with its sandstone outcroppings, 

limestone bluffs and several peaks rising 

more than 1,000 feet above the sur

rounding prairie.

Stafy in a cabin or at a campsite at Pos

sum Kingdom State Park to enjoy the 

take's waters and cliffs. The area is 

recovering from last year's fires.  

Some come for a daytime visit to swim 

and enjoy a lunch in the lakeside picnic 

area, while others opt to spend a week

end or week in one of four campgrounds 

or one of six comfortable, air-condi

tioned cabins that offer a lake view. One 

six-person cabin remains out of com

mission awaiting replacement of the 

fire-scorched roof.  

Choose from among 55 water-only 

campsites, 40 water-and-electric sites 

and 21 premium lakeside water-and

electric sites spread among four different 

camping areas. Be sure to bring your own 

drinking water; the park's water is non

potable because of a high salt content.  

If you forget your bottled water or other 

camping supplies, no worries. Jeff and 

Lisa Nichols will sell you what you need at 

their generously stocked Possum 

Kingdom State Park Store and Marina.  

You also can rent a variety of watercraft 

from jet skis to a 22-foot pontoon boat 

by the day or half-day.  
Do yourself a favor this summer and 

visit this oasis built as the Civilian 

Conservation Corps' final Texas state 

park construction project more than 60 

years ago.  

For more information, call (940) 549
1803 or visit www.texasstateparks.org. * 

- Rob McCorkle
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SKILL UILR / BY TREY HAMLETT 

Stand Up and Paddle 
How to get your feet wet in the latest paddling crae.  

Were you the one always being told 
to sit down when in a canoe? Does 
"Don't rock the boat!" sound famil
iar? Here's your chance to paddle 

standing up, and no one will fuss 
about it.  

-' Stand-up paddleboarding (SUP) is 

the fastest-growing segment of pad
dling sports. It is a great way to have 
fun on the water, enjoy the great out

doors and get some exercise.  

SUP is an excellent whole-body 

workout. Many athletes now use it to 

cross-train - it's an outstanding core 

workout and improves balance. Yoga 

enthusiasts have found that they can 
do the downward-facing dog position 
on a paddleboard, so classes are now 
taking place on the water. SUP offers 

everything from a calm and relaxing 

experience to extreme whitewater 
-. thrills or surfing on the coast.  

To get started, all you need is a 
Stand-up paddleboarding is a great way to have fun and get exercise an the water. board, a paddle and a personal flota

tion device.  

The boards come in a variety of 

shapes and sizes. Some resemble a 

floating sidewalk. There are short 

,. surfing models and long, narrow rac

ing models.  

So how do you know which board is 
best for you? Beginners should 

choose a wider, thicker board that 

offers more stability, at least 30 inch

es wide and ii feet, 6 inches long.  
Smaller, less stable boards will frus

trate beginners.  

- Stand-up paddling uses a long, T
grip canoe paddle. The paddles come 

in a variety of shapes and sizes, but all 

have a canted blade. There's an elbow 

between the shaft and blade, and pad
dlers are supposed to hold the paddle 
with the bend in the blade toward the 

. .front of the board. This bend serves 

two purposes: It gives you a longer 
" reach as you stroke and minimizes 

water pickup when you lift the paddle 

out of the water. This reduces fatigue 

and helps you maintain your balance.  

Select a paddle that is 6 to 10 inch

-i es taller than your height for comfort 

4 Call: 888-489-168o aI nd efficiency. If your paddle is too 

1aLL *91 sO~y j~hort, you won't be able to reach the Z 

Pist Bean www.sandcreekpostandbeam.com scanwithyour water easily. If it's too long, the pad
Smart Phone dle will be difficult to lift out of the C
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water between strokes.  

You must have a life jacket while 
paddleboarding. Choose a Type III, 
paddling-specific life jacket, 
designed to be cool and to allow good 
range of motion.  

Find a friend and give SUP a try.  
The American Canoe Association, 
www.americar_canoe.org, offers nore 
information and can hel you locate

Stand-up paddleboard classes and 

rentals are available in many areas.

SIGHTS & SOUNDS 
TEXAS PARKS & WILDLIFE T AND RADIO

July 1-7: 
Brazos Bend bike 
trails; seagrass 

guardians; Devil's 
Sinkhole historical 
film; natural patterns; 
living and learning 
history.  

July 8-14: 
East Texas black 
bears; Lavaca Bay 
lessons; down on the 
farm; Kickapoo Cavern 
State Park; environ
mental innovator 
Andee Chamberlain.  

July 15-21: 
Biking for the ages; 
capturing Texas 
wildlife on film; Marfa

qualified instructors in your area * Beginners should start with a big board. k 

STAND-UP PADDLING TIPS 
RENT EQUIPMENT TO FIND OUT WHAT WORKS BEST FOR YOU.  

START WITH A LARGE BOARD, AND THEN TRY OTHER SHAPES AND TEX 
SIZES ON SUBSEQUENT OUTINGS. Winner of 1 

series is hr 
LESSONS ARE AVAILABLE IN MOST AREAS AND ARE HELPFUL FOR PBS affiliate 
BEGINNERS. Ww 

PLAN ON GETTING WET; IT'S PART OF THE FUN.  

> WEAR QUICK-DRYING, LIGHTWEIGHT, SYNTHETIC FABRICS. WEAR 

SUNGLASSES AND SUNSCREEN.  

>> TAKE A WATER BOTTLE AND STAY HYDRATED. 

PADDLE WITH A BUDDY OR A GROUP. Gre 

www 

> PADDLE INTO THE WIND AT THE START 3F YOUR TRIF, AND ne 

RETURN WITH THE WIND HELPING YOU SACK.  

* FILE A FLOAT PLAN. THIS IS AS SIMPLE AS TELLING SOMEONE 

WHERE YOU ARE GOING AND WHEN YOU ARE LUE BACK. IT ALWAYS 
Join host C HELPS TO GIVE THIS INFORMATION TO SOMEONE WHO LOVES YOU OR 90-seconds 

TO WHOM YOU OWE MONEY. THEY ARE VORE LIKELY TC COME Findastatic 

LOOKING FOR YOU IF THERE IS A NEED. WW

lights; fish fan Steve 

Magnelia; Sheldon 
Lake Environmental 
Learning Center.  

July 22-28: 
Bighorn sheep reloca
tion in West Texas; 
Ashley Summers' 

super service; CCC 
remembered; Fort 

Boggy State Park.  

July 29-Aug. 4: 
Man with a cannon; 
Houston toads after 
the Bastrop fire; 
biking Big Bend 
Ranch's East Contra
bando; Game Warden 
Jonathan Gray.

AS PARKS & WILDLIFE 
2 Emmy Awards, our television 41I&r., 
adcast throughout Texas on local 

es stereo with closed catos 

w.tpwd.state..us/tv 

ort to Texas is your radio guide to the 
at Texas Outdoors. Visit the website, 
.passporttotexas.org, to find a station 
ar you that broadcasts the show, or 

listen online.  

PASSPORT TO TEXAS 

ecilia Nasti weekdays for a 
excursion into the Texas Outdoors.  

on near you, or listen on the Web at 

Ww.passporttotexas.org z
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Diagonal composition can pull a viewer into a phot and tell a visual story.

Using the right techniques, pho
tographers can not only draw the 

viewer's eye to the main subject of a 
photo but lead it throughout the 

composition, thereby telling an inter

active story rather than showing a stat

ic object.  
The proper use of leading lines 

particularly diagonal lines - can actu

ally pull the viewer into a photograph, 
like a magnet, and gently direct eye 

movement throughout the image.  

Last month's Picture This column 

introduced the Rule of Thirds con

cept of photographic composition as a 

starting point to make images that are 

more engaging and pleasing to the 

eye. The typical snapshot where the 

subject (focal point) is placed directly 

in the center of the frame, which we 

termed a "bull's eye" photo, tends to 

be visually static ... OK, boring.  

Expanding on that concept, we now 
introduce one of the best tools avail

able to the photographer for directing 

a viewer's eye.  
For centuries, artists have incorpo

rated lines found in nature and in the 

human form to guide or to contain the 

direction we visually "read" a compo

sition. It's in our nature to follow a 

defined pathway, and the manner in 

which the eye travels is no exception.  

For the outdoor photographer, lead

ing lines can be found in many forms 

and in any location. Although straight 

lines tend to be more dynamic, gentle, 

curving lines are more often found in 

nature. Some examples include rivers, 

shorelines, tree roots or branches, 

flower stems - basically, any object that 

can be composed diagonally.  

The secret is to not only recognize 

potential leading lines in any given 

scene but to incorporate them in a 

manner that will maximize their diago

nal characteristics to best pull the view

er's eye into, and throughout, the 

image. Many times, just changing the 

camera angle or direction slightly can 

turn a static vertical or horizontal object 

into a more interesting diagonal. Also, 

lines that enter from the left side of the 

frame tend to have an easier flow than 

lines that enter from the right since we 

typically read from left to right.

A 0a ,, top, w ; atur's leading lines and allow the viewer to 

-flow" from the foreground to distant places. Sometimes, serendipity gives us interest

ing leading lines: Evening shadows, bottom left, and streaked clouds contribute leading 

lines to the main subject of the image. At bottom right, the diagonal lines created by the 

cypress roots gentiv pull the viewer's eye into the frame and up the tree to the lines cre
ated by the overha ng branches - adding to tae overall feeling of circulation.

Additional diagonal lines through

out the frame, when properly com Please send questions and comes to 
posed, can direct tae travel of the eye 

in the direction desired by the pho
tographer, allowing ihe pl otograph to 
be experienced and not jLst seen. _ pm ograpny 

-Earl Nottigham
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Actual 100 yard 5-round shot group made using a LaRue Tactical 16" OBR 7.62 Rifle.

www.facebook.com/LaRueAccuracy

LaRue 
Tactica 

Made dead-center of Texas, USA 

www.La Rue.com . -'



Da's in the Fel/ By Mike Cox 

0ESIIAII0: DALHART 

TRAVEL TIME FROM: 
AUSTIN - 10 hours / BROWNSVILLE - 15 hours / DALLAS - 7.75 hours 
HOUSTON - 11.5 hours / SAN ANTONIO - 10 hours / LUBBOCK - 3.5 hours / EL PASO - 8 hours 

MT Marks the Spot 
Brave the cold to discover cowboy history and a legenday ranch at the top of Texas.
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Dalhart's just about as far north 
in Texas as you can get. Folks in the rest 

of the state don't hear much about it 

unless they happen to pay particularly 

close attention to TV weather forecasts.  
"Up in Dalhart," some meteorologist 

will invariably note, "the high was only 

19 degrees and the overnight low will get 
down to around 7 with a wind chill fac

tor of minus 7." Numbers will vary, but 
for most of the winter, the mercury 

won't be very high in Dalhart.  
Residents in Dallam and Hartley 

counties (Dalhart straddles the boundary 

between the two political subdivisions) 
take the weather in stride and see "down-

staters" as a bunch of babies for grousing 

about Panhandle weather. The remedy is 

easy enough: If you don't like the cold, 

and the ice and snow that often accom

pany it, don't go to Dalhart in the win

ter. If you do, pack warm clothes.  

Of course, in the spring or summer, 

when much of the rest of the state is 

sweltering in heat and high humidity, 
Dalhart is often nice and dry and pleas

antly cool in the evenings. Sometimes 

blankets at night are in order.  

No matter the time of the year, 

Dalhart makes for an interesting and 

enjoyable travel destination, even if it 

takes a good part of your three days in

the field just getting there and back.  

When I figuratively saddled up and drift

ed north for the High Plains, it was 
February, Dalhart's second-coldest 
month. Fortunately, I timed my trip just 

right and arrived between cold fronts to 
weather that was downright temperate.  

What attracted me to Dalhart was its 

history, but the area is also a popular 

destination for birders, hikers and 
rodeo fans.  

To understand Dalhart's history, 
all you really have to know about are 

two X's.  
The first X is the XIT, once the largest 

spread in the world. Encompassing 3 

million acres, 30 miles wide and 
stretching nearly 200 miles from 
Hockley County on the south all the way 

to the Oklahoma border on the north, 
the ranch covered parts of 10 High 
Plains counties, including present-day 
Dalhart. The state conveyed that huge 

chunk of land in 1882 to a group of 

Chicago investors to pay for construc
tion of a new capitol in Austin. By the 

numbers, during its peak years of oper

ation, with eight divisions enclosed by 
6,000 miles of barbed-wire fence, the 
XIT ran 150,000 head of cattle and 

watered 1,000 horses with 325 wind
mills. In addition, the owners kept 150 

cowboys on the payroll. In the early 
1900s, the owners started breaking up 

the ranch and selling real estate to 
developers or individuals.  

The second X represents the meeting 

of two railroads in 1901, when the Rock 

Island Line crossed the existing trackage 

of the Fort Worth and Denver Railway 

on former XIT land in Dallam County.  

W.J. Blair and a partner developed a 

town that became Dalhart, the name a 

composite of the two counties it crossed.  
In the same vein, the town's main drag is 

Denrock Avenue, named for the two
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railroad lines that created the town.  
Arriving late in the evening, I opted 

for the comforts of a new motel room 

over sleeping cowboy-like under the 
stars. Besides that, I much prefer my 
morning coffee coming from an electric 
pot rather than boiled over a cow-chip 

cook fire, which is the way the old XIT 
waddies did it back when this country was 

nothing but grassland crisscrossed by 
barbed wire.  

My first stop in the morning was the 
XIT Ranch Museum. I've been to a lot of 
museums in Texas, and this is one of the 
best, especially for one operated privately.  
Opened at its present location in 1975, 
and now curated by Nicky Olson, it cov
ers 15,000 square feet and does a thor
ough job of telling the XIT story with 
vintage photos, enlarged newspaper sto
ries and artifacts such as branding irons 
and saddles.  

Located not far from the museum at 
the U.S. Highway 87 underpass is a work 
of public art called the Empty Saddle 
Monument. Unveiled on Aug. 5, 1940, 
"in memory of the departed riders of 
our plains," the monument commemo

rates the former cowhands of the MT.  
Designed by local artist Bobby Dycke, the 
first version was destroyed when an out
of-control vehicle crashed into it in 
1966. The monument 
was rebuilt, only to be 
struck by another 
vehicle in 1974. The 
current version has 

survived without inci

dent since then.  
For lunch on my first 7

dropped in. She was back in the kitchen, 
overseeing the preparation of the noon 
meals her cook was rustling up.  

The steaks are hand-breaded with 
Martha's own seasoning mixture, and 
the meat comes only from Texas cattle.  
In addition to standard menu items, 
she also sells homemade jam. After fin
ishing off my steak and visiting with 
Martha, I sampled a piece of her 
coconut cream pie, the caf6's best
selling dessert. Martha's other specialty 
is what she calls her breakfast sandwich, 
a grilled cheese-and-egg sandwich with 
bacon, ham or sausage.  

Back in Old Paint, I drove out to Lake 
Rita Blanca on the edge of town. On a 

weekday, I had the place pretty much to 
myself -just me and a lake full of ducks 
and geese. Especially in the fall and win
ter, this 150-acre lake draws thousands 
of ducks and geese following the central 
flyway from farther north in the U.S., 
where it's really cold, even compared 
with Dalhart.  

The lake dates to 1938 when the 
Depression-era Works Progress 
Administration began building an earth
en dam across Rita Blanca Creek, a trib
utary of the Canadian River. The dam 
was completed in 1941, and while a flood 
damaged it later that year, it was repaired

and has stood firm ever since. While a 
small lake by downstate standards, on the 
High Plains, it is an oasis that attracts 
wildlife and people.  

Operated for a time by the Texas Parks 
and Wildlife Department as a state park, 
the lake and surrounding 1,668 acres 
have been overseen by the City of Dalhart 
since 2002. With a $97,500 grant from 
TPWD matched in kind by labor and 
equipment furnished by the city, the park 
has a recently improved 8 .2-mile system 
of walking or riding trails. Campsites also 
are available.  

North of Dalhart is the Rita Blanca 

National Grassland, an area taking in 

77,463 acres across the upper third of 
the county. On designated tracts, visi

tors can hike, bird watch, ride horses, 
ride ATVs and hunt. The area is man
aged by the U.S. Forest Service. You can 
find picnic tables near Texline at 

Thompson Grove.  
While Dalhart can no longer claim the 

biggest ranch in the world, it does have 
the biggest cheese producer in Texas, the 
Hilmar Cheese Company. Opened in 

2007, the California-based company 
employees some 330 people at its 
Dalhart plant and buys milk from 30 

dairies. Though most of the cheese is 
sold wholesale in 40-pound and 640

(Continued on Page 52)

day in town I had a 

chicken-fried steak at 
Martha's Home 
Cooking. The popular 
caf6 is owned by 
Martha Adee, who def
initely wasn't at home 

cooking when I
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Will habitat 
disappear before 

we figure out 
how to save 
bobwhites?
By Steve Lightfoot 

Illustrations by 
Clemente Guzman
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IT WAS AS ICONIC AS 
bluebonnets or the Alamo, yet as common as pickup 
trucks and cedar. Time was you could hear the soun 

every spring, practically anywhere in Texas, and you' 
know right away what it was.  

"Bob-white ... ah, bob-white." Arguably, a melody pure 
than any even Bob Wills could create.  

Then over time, like some old country song, the 

sound faded until you heard it only in special places 

"As I think of the past and all the pleasures we ha 

As I watch the mating of the dove 

It was in the springtime thatyou said goodbye 

I remember our faded love." 

Bobwhite quail are accustomed to mov

ing on short notice. They bunch up in 

tight groups called coveys, and upon sens

ing danger, explode into flight in all 

directions. Except for those special places, 

quail just rent space short term. It's not by 

choice - their homes get wrecked, the 

weather becomes unfavorable or the 

neighborhood goes bad thanks to 

unwanted guests, and it's time to hit the 

road again.  

But quail are resilient creatures that 

have survived a vagabond lifestyle and 

sometimes thrived in inhospitable envi

rons. The only constant for bobwhites is 

that everything changes, especially the 

land and the weather, and those factors 

more than anything else dictate whether 

quail stay or pack up and leave.  

People's needs and their imprint on the 

landscape during the last century have had 

a lot to do with the plight of the bobwhite, 
the state's most abundant quail species.  

After World War I, for example, cotton 

was in high demand and vast areas of 

grassland prairie and brushland were 

cleared and converted to cotton fields.  

Further eradication of quail habitat can 

be attributed to overgrazing in response 

to skyrocketing beef prices.  

Then came the Great Depression, 

which for quail became somewhat of a 

Great Revival. Intensive cotton produc

tion wasn't profitable, and beef was a 

luxury, so most lands were allowed to 

return to pasture. The land evolved into 

suitable quail country once again, 

although not as good as it once was.
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They don't just give you this one, pal.

Motor Trend's 
2012 Truck of the Year:
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Like most neighborhoods, deterioration 

was subtle and gradual over time. That 

old wild plum thicket the young ones 

used to hide under never quite grew 

back as thick as it once was.  

Wildlife biologists saw the signs of a 

bobwhite problem in the habitat, but to 

hunters and landowners, evidence that 

something was going on with quail was 

more visceral.  

That unmistakable melody - "ah, bob
white" - that once echoed throughout 

the fields was growing fainter each 

spring. In a lot of places, the call of the 

bobwhite vanished entirely. The silence 

was frightening for people passionate 

about quail, and that fear turned to 

blame. Hunters blamed one another for 

overshooting and also pointed the fin

ger at foxes, coyotes, snakes, house cats, 

hawks and armadillos as the likely cul

prits. They demanded action.  

In response to the outcry, the Texas

Game, Fish and Oyster Commission 

in 1938 created the Division of Wild

life Restoration, whose primary 

directive was to find answers to the 

quail problem.  

Research into predator species 

revealed that practically anything will 

eat a quail given the opportunity, but 

other than serving as contributing fac

tors to mortality, there was no single 

bobwhite archenemy.  

"You had quail hunters saying, 'We 

ought to have a bounty on foxes because 

they eat quail ... quail eggs,"' recollected 

the late Dan Lay in a 1997 taped inter

view. A renowned ecologist, Lay was 

hired in 1938 as one of the Game, Fish 

and Oyster Commission's first Wildlife 

Restoration field biologists, stationed in 

his hometown of Beaumont. "I had to 

go make a study almost immediately of 

what foxes were eating. I was assigned to 

collect 50 fox stomachs in an area where

there were lots of quail, and examine 

the stomachs and make a report. And it 

wasn't any problem at all to trap 50 
foxes. In about two weeks I had them, 
preserved them in formaldehyde. First 

rainy day I started going through them 

in my living room. I did all my office 

work at home, mostly at night, even 

inspecting those old fox stomachs in the 

house. My wife would have tears in her 

eyes from all the formaldehyde." 

Similar stomach content analyses 

were made on snakes, coyotes and 

other suspects. Predator controls were 

implemented to satisfy naysayers but 

proved unsuccessful in restoring quail.  

Wildlife biologists explained that some 

predation can be expected when quail 

populations are high, but it's not a 

serious factor as long as there's escape 

cover for bobwhite. Biologists con

tended that habitat was the driving 

force behind quail declines.
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IN A LOT OF PLACES, THE CALL OF THE BOBWHITE VANISHED ENTIRELY.  
THE SILENCE WAS FRIGHTENING FOR PEOPLE PASSIONATE ABOUT QUAIL, 

AND THAT FEAR TURNED TO BLAME.

The concept of habitat restoration was 

certainly nothing new, even in the 

1940s. Conservation visionaries such as 

Caesar Kleberg had been emplcying 

practices like brush management, native 

grass cultivation and water preservation 

on the King Ranch for decades. That 

didn't stop researchers elsewhere from 

trying to reinvent the wheel.  

Efforts to restore habitat through 

planting grew popular, using imported 

candidate species such as multiflora rose 

and bicolor lespedeza. Although these 

invasive shrubs and legumes showed 

early promise, they eventually caused 

more damage than good.

Ironically, at the same time planting 

experiments were ailingg, bobwhite 

recovery was taking place, almost as an 

afterthought. At the close cF World War 

II, "pea farms" sprouted throughout the 

state as returning veterans sought places 

to take root. Those :raditional farming 

practices created a patchwork quilt effect 

of ideal quail habitat.  

But, a decade into active quail man

agement and research, with three major 

state and federally funded initiatives in 

full swing in different parts of the state, 

the tide continued to turn against quail, 
and not just in Texas. In a 1949 report 

at the 14th North American Wildlife

Conference, Phil Goodrum, who was a 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service regional 

biologist and former director of Texas' 

Wildlife Restoration Division, was quot

ed: "Bobwhite have decreased over most 

of the range of this popular game 

species in spite of many projects 

designed to improve conditions for this 

bird. Reasons for the decline are 

changes in land use, clean farming, 
grazing and hunting pressure. Eleven 

states have been forced to reduce bags or 

to shcrten seasons." 

Goodrum's assessment may have 

seen accurate for the times, but sci

ence has proved that hunting is not a 
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TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES IN AGRICULTURAL AND FORESTING PRACTICES 
MADE EFFICIENT AND PRODUCTIVE USE OF THE LAND. THE ELEMENTS THAT 

CREATED IDEAL QUAIL HABITAT WERE BEING PHASED OUT.

factor in quail population trends and 

regulations can't fix the problem.  

Throwing more birds at the problem 

doesn't work, either.  

Although nearly a dozen other states 
had tried and failed to resurrect bob

white populations through restocking 

of pen-raised quail, Texas was deter

mined to try. In the mid-1950s, quail 

hatchery operations got under way at 

the Gainesville School for Girls and 

the newly constructed State Quail 

Hatchery in Tyler. Several research 
projects and countless thousand bob

whites later, the quail stocking experi

ment was dead. Studies showed that 

few hatchery birds - those that figured 

out quickly how to forage in the wild 

could survive and contribute. But, like 

pouring water into a leaky bucket, 
quail habitat was disappearing faster 

than researchers could put fresh birds 

on the ground.  

Technological advances in agricultural 

and foresting practices made efficient 

and productive use of the land. The ele

ments that created ideal quail habitat 

were being phased out.  

Famed Texas quail biologist A.S.  

Jackson noted that bobwhites and their 

habitat are often "the result of indiffer

ence rather than purpose on the part of 

the land manager." Usable quail habitat 

was accidental rather than deliberate.  

The concept of usable space continued 

to elude the quail community. Just 

because bobwhites gather in coveys 

doesn't mean they live in tight spaces 

year-round. They require a variety of 

habitats and lots of space.  

A single covey of quail could survive 

on a 20-acre plot consisting of the 

right mix of habitat. But a viable pop

ulation of bobwhite - scientists quan

tify a minimum of 800 birds as sus

tainable - would require at least 

4,000 acres of continuous usable 

habitat to support a bobwhite density 

of one bird per five acres.

Despite the long-term downward 

trend, Texas bobwhite numbers and 

those of sportsmen who pursued them 

were still robust. In 1960, 50 years after 
the epitaphs on quail began to appear, 
Texas boasted an estimated 321,000 
quail hunters and the annual harvest 

was 98 million birds.  

Fee-lease hunting for quail in Texas 

started in the 1930s and developed 

into a lucrative economy on many 

ranches during the last three decades 

as ardent sportsmen invested heavily 
for the privilege of pursuing what 

Aldo Leopold called "grand opera 

game." Unfortunately, no investment 

was made to sustain bobwhites, so 

despite their popularity, numbers 

continued to decline at an alarming 

rate, about 5 percent a year. Hunting 

became self-regulating as premium 

prices for access to quail country or 

even country with the potential of 

producing bobwhites drove the aver

age hunter out of the market.  

By 2010, there were fewer than 

50,000 quail hunters in Texas and 
the annual harvest was at a little more 

than a half-million birds. Even on 
ranches where quail habitat manage

ment practices were being implement

ed, coveys of birds were fewer and far
ther between. Something else was 

going on, and the quail community 

demanded answers.  

There were smoking guns. Biologists 
could easily prove that red imported 

fire ants were killing our birds, but the 

ant wasn't killing 5 percent of the 

state's quail yearly. We turned to sci

ence for answers and began exploring 
idiopathic solutions. Could some 

unseen parasite or virus be the culprit? 

Researchers are currently collecting 

samples to find out what role disease, 

parasites and environmental contami

nants may play in quail declines.  

The answer could be coming too late 

as bobwhites are running out of options

to relocate. All the good habitat spots 

are gone or out of reach.  

Bobwhite loyalists speak of the "good 
old days" of quail and hunting in rev

erent voices, but in reality, the good 
old days were a mere snapshot in the 

chronology of a trending decline.  

Those days were better than now, but 
not as good as they once were. Return

ing quail to a bygone era is an unreal

istic expectation. What is realistic, 

quail conservationists believe, is to 

focus on re-creating those special 

places - a focus area.  

A focus area is generally larger than a 

county but smaller than an ecoregion, 

with a boundary determined by oppor
tunity, habitat potential and landowner/ 

partner interest and participation. One 

example is the Wildlife Habitat 

Federation site in south-central Texas, 

with prairie grassland habitat restora

tion efforts ongoing since 2004. Other 

potential sites have been identified 

through the Oaks and Prairies Joint 
Venture, a new multistate and federal 

bird habitat conservation initiative 

administered by the U.S. Fish and 

Wildlife Service.  

A recent survey of states within the 

bobwhite range reported an interest in 

enhancing population monitoring 
efforts at focus areas, both to measure 

the impacts of habitat manipulation and 

to develop models that can be repro
duced in other areas with restoration 

potential. This is becoming the national 

model for bobwhite quail conservation.  

"Bobwhites respond to habitat 

improvements when they occur at a 

scale that can support a viable popula
tion," says Robert Perez, Texas Parks 

and Wildlife Department upland game 
bird program leader. "When neighbors 

work together along with partners, 

quail can begin to recover. We need to 

demonstrate and document success at 

the focus area scale and encourage 

more folks to help 'old Bob."' * 
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When animals inhabit suburbia, sometimes there's 
unrest in the neighborhood. Some folks will say, 
"The animals were here first!"Others,"Not in my 
backyard!" Sometimes opinions change depending 
on the species, not to mention the quantity.

Whether our neighbors are raccoons, 

opossums, coyotes, alligators, birds or 

deer, passionate opinions can erupt in 

peaceful communities. This is especially 

the case with white-tailed deer.  

In Hollywood Park, a small, incorpo

rated community surrounded by San 

Antonio, town council elections have 

swung like a pendulum on the issue of 

urban wildlife. In 2010, the council 

voted to amend a 2004 ordinance ban

ning the feeding of deer. Deer feeding is 

now allowed with certain conditions, 

much to the chagrin of some Hollywood 

Park residents.  

"My supporters tend to be absolutely 

deer-friendly," says council member 

Debbie Trueman. "The deer are an asset 

to the community." 

Former Hollywood Park deer project 

manager Will Mangum quit his job 

because of the change. Mangum, who 

grew up nearby, has strong opinions 

about deer overpopulation.

"Some people around here have parties 

to feed the deer. They turn this place into 

a petting zoo," complains Mangum, who 

disapproves of feeding deer. The ordi

nance banning deer feeding was preceded 

by a steady growth in deer numbers 

beginning a couple of decades ago, 

caused by urban growth in San Antonio, 

overfeeding by otherwise well-meaning 

residents and the natural ability of white

tailed deer to thrive in urbanized areas.  

"The animals that live close to people 

are mostly generalists," says Texas Parks 

and Wildlife Department urban wildlife 

biologist Brett Johnson. "They are the 

ones that are most adaptable. But the 

specialists, the animals that occupy a rela

tively narrow ecological niche, and the 

large predators - these are the ones that 

disappear when people move in." 

The two sides disagree over the root of 

the issue. Some people contend that the 

overabundant deer are unhealthy, cause 

significant property damage and upset
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the ecological balance of a community's 

natural areas. Others disagree with the 

assertion that the deer are too numerous, 

and they object to any wildlife manage

ment programs because they enjoy 

observing plentiful wildlife, often citing 

the wildlife as a motivating factor in their 

choice of residence. The disagreement 

typifies conflict over wildlife in urban 

areas. It's difficult to find solutions when 

people disagree over whether a problem 

even exists.  

Hollywood Park is not the only com

munity with urban wildlife, not by a long 

shot. Lakeway, a community just west of 

Austin, also had a large urban deer pop

ulation during the 1990s.  

"We were finding lots of dead deer 

every year around town, usually due to 

collisions with cars," says former Mayor 

Charles Edwards, who is now Lakeway's 

deer program manager.  

When ideas to thin out the herd were 

proposed several years ago, tempers 

flared. The arguments were similar to 

those in Hollywood Park. But while 

Hollywood Park plowed on, Lakeway took 

a different tack. The community collec

tively took a deep breath and began an 

extensive awareness and education pro

gram. TPWD biologists were asked for 

advice, and leaders listened to them.  

Community forums were held, and 

referendums helped officials gauge 

public acceptance of various manage

ment options. Today, Lakeway traps and 

removes deer in the fall and prohibits 

residents from feeding them.  

Lakeway is often cited as a good exam

ple of proper deer management because 

of the process it took to involve its resi

dents. Truly effective wildlife manage

ment in urban areas is the result of
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It's difficult to find 
solutions when people 
disagree over whether 
a problem even exists.  
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efficient community involvement, 

strong communication and the ability 

of neighbors to work with neighbors.  

Across the state, many other species 

are joining the growing human popu

lation. Driven almost to extinction in 

Texas, alligators have made a spectacu

lar comeback after receiving full pro

tection in 1969. (They were removed 

from the endangered species list in 

1985.) In just four East Texas counties 

where population studies are conduct

ed, there are an estimated 250,000 

alligators, says TPWD alligator pro

gram leader Amos Cooper.  

Although most alligators live in the 

coastal counties, their range now 

extends well into Central and South 

Texas, from the Rio Grande to as far 

north as the Oklahoma border. Resident 

alligators are being studied at Lake 

Worth, near Fort Worth. This range 

expansion is due at least in part to the 

"welcome" sign that we put out for 

them. Stormwater ponds, water hazards 

on golf courses and community lakes are 

attractive to wandering alligators. For 

the most part, alligators are model citi

zens. But when people start feeding 

them, alligators quickly learn how to get 

a free meal, and problems can arise.  

"We have them everywhere," says 

Houston-area Game Warden Kevin 

Malonson. "It's illegal to feed them, but 

people do. Then the gators start seeking 

people out. Sometimes they even bump 

against kayaks and canoes. I try to edu
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cate the public that we're invading their 

habitat, and we need to learn to live 

with them. We try to leave them alone if 

they are in their natural habitat. If you 

take one out, another one is going to 

take its place." 

TPWD employs nine urban wildlife 

biologists to help urban residents and 

city officials navigate the delicate balance 

of opinions, emotions and science. They 

work passionately to manage complex 

and nuanced issues in sometimes very 

politically and emotionally charged situa

tions. In fact, much of the urban wildlife 

program is designed to help constituents 

rely on science and recognize that emo-

tion, while impcrtant in understanding 

perceptions and m:.tivations, should not 

be the sole driver in a contentious deci

sion-making process.  

Urban wildlife "problems" are less 

about the wildlife and more about the 

decisions we make in designing our 

urban areas, as well as the manner in 

which communities attempt to define 

and address the situation =Kelly Conrad 

Bender, TPWD urban wildlife biologist 

in Austin, describes the process as much 

more than merely ar intellectual discus

sion. It's a discussicn of motivations, 

perceptions, science and emotion.  

"Wildlife and people arc tied in a way

that many things aren't," B order says.  

"When you're dealing with erno:ions, 
you don't issue an edict anu expect things 

to work out. Whether politics or wildlife, 

all those things issue strong emctions.  

You have to take into cons:-eration that 

people are bringing more to the table 

than what's intellectually right or wrong, 

whether it's about deer issues, cat issues 

or even bird issues." 

Fortunately, most wildli-e populations 

contribute to a more positive urban 

environment. Innovative trials at Alder 

Hey Hospital in Liverpool, England, 

found tangible health benefits in patients 

exposed to nature, especiaLly the calls of
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And sometimes people are motivated to t 
meaningful action well away from City Hall

local birds. Patients undergoing painful 

bone marrow extractions at Johns 

Hopkins reported less pain during treat

ment when exposed to the sights and 

sounds of local wildlife.  

According to researchers at Texas 

Tech University, homes with a higher 
diversity of songbirds bring a higher 

price on the market.  

"We collected information on a sample 

of home sales in Lubbock, conducted 

bird counts in the vicinity of each sale 

and recorded the numbers and the vari

ety of both ubiquitous and desirable bird 

species," write Michael Farmer, Mark 

Wallace and Michael Shiroya, the authors 

of the study. They found that homes in 

bird-friendly areas can bring $32,000 

more than a similar home without 

appropriate habitat. This difference 

occurred independently of the house's 

proximity to public parks and green

spaces, indicating that the landscaping 

and design choices made by homeowners 

attracted the urban songbird popula

tions, which benefited their pocketbook.  

Research conducted through Texas 

State University between 2000 and 

2002 demonstrated that these landscape 
choices, when made holistically and pur
posefully in urban communities, can 

positively affect bird diversity, an impor
tant indicator of ecological health.  

Bender, one of the authors of that study, 

says that changing perceptions about 

wildlife in urban areas can lead to that 

holistic change.  

"When you get that deeper under

standing of what is ecologically sound, as

TEXAS PARKS & WILDLIFE * 43

demonstrated in your own backyard, you 

can see the effects of what is happening 

in your city, your watershed, throughout 
the ecosystem," she says.  

Many urban backyards thrive with 

wildlife without disapproval from the 

neighbors. And sometimes people are 

motivated to take meaningful action well 

away from City Hall.  

"You see it in Texas Master Naturalists 

all the time," says Bender. "You see it in 

State Park Friends programs; you see it 

in habitat programs like that of the 

National Wildlife Federation. It's a whole 

army of people who are motivated." 

The Texas Master Naturalist program, 

a nature-based volunteer organization, 

capitalizes on the draw of getting 
involved with wildlife. Many chapters are 

based in urban areas. Last year, Master 

Naturalists volunteered on a multitude 

of projects involving urban wildlife. The 
list of service projects reads like a Dis

covery Channel program guide: urban 

frog pond surveys in El Paso, an urban 

white-winged dove research project in 

San Antonio, stream monitoring and 

raptor rehabilitation in Kerrville, bat 
surveys in Houston, new parklands in 

Dallas, wildlife education seminars in 

Galveston and more. Last year, volun

teers donated more than 256,000 
hours to benefit local natural areas and 

wildlife communities.  

These Master Naturalists do much 

more than volunteer their time. They 
become trusted ambassadors to their 

communities who can help their urban 

neighbors adopt a more educated but 

highly personal connection 

with wildlife, natural resources 

and the ecological needs of a 

growing community.  
The interface between peo

ple and animals is constantly 
growing and changing. We 

have altered the wildlife com

munities that can thrive in the 

urban landscape. We create an 

uneasy balance when we place 
attractive habitat near our 

homes and then try to control 

which wildlife shows up, and 
in what quantity.  

"These urban wildlife issues 

a ke are getting bigger," says 
Johnson, the urban wildlife 

biologist. "We need to learn 

how to live with each other." *
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Bumblobee basics 
With the exception of a few species, bumblebees are social 

insects, with individual queens establishing colonies during 

spring. Bumblebee queens nest in or on the ground, taking up 

residence in tussocks of grass or abandoned rodent burrows.  

After her nest is established, she lays eggs that develop into her 

first cohort of daughter workers. The queen relies on these 

workers to forage for nectar and pollen, care for developing 

larvae and defend the colony against interlopers. At its peak, a 

bumblebee colony may contain up to 200 workers.  

Unlike the colonies of European honeybees, which may per

sist for years, bumblebee colonies last for less 

than a single year, from spring into late sum

mer or early fall. New queens, produced at the 

end of summer, are the only members of the 

colony to survive into the following year to 

begin the entire cycle again. The founding 

queen and all her workers perish as flowers 

diminish and temperatures drop.  

Like honeybees, bumblebee colonies 

produce honey from sugar-rich flower 

nectar. Honey serves as a food reserve for 

the colony when nectar is in short supply 

or when cool, rainy conditions prohibit 

worker bees from foraging. The amount of 

honey produced by bumblebees is very 

small, nowhere near enough for human 

consumption. Since they store such small 

reserves, bumblebees require a nearly con

tinuous supply of nectar and pollen from 

flowers over many months to support and 

complete colony development.  

Losing bees 
During the past few years we've heard about 

diseases, parasites and pesticides contributing 

to the decline of European honeybee colonies.  

To be sure, an unabated loss of honeybees to 
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would have significant repercussions for agriculture in this 

country. Less well-recognized are the conservation challenges 

facing bumblebees and other native bees.  

Over the past 20 years, a substantial body of research has 

identified declines in bumblebee populations across Europe.  

Reductions in bumblebee diversity were first reported in the 

United Kingdom, where three species are now extinct.  

Eighteen bumblebee species are now considered threatened 

across their ranges in central and western Europe.  

Declines for some North American bumblebee species have 

been documented only within the 

Bumblebees require last few years. The rusty-patched 

regular access to nectar bumblebee has disappeared from 

and pollen. Planting much of the eastern United States.  

gardens with native flow- Four species known to historically 

ering plants will help occur in Illinois have been lost 

them get what they need. from that state. In California,
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Texas has nine 
bumblebee species.  

Here are some 
features to help you 

identify them.  

Two-spotted bumblebee 
Bombus bimaculatus

Common eastern bumblebee 
Bombus impatiens

Variable cuckoo bumblebee 
Bombus variabilis 

Vr1q

Brown-belted bumblebee 
Bombusgriseocollis 

r 1

Sonoran bumblebee 
Bombus sonorus 

Black and gold bumblebee 
Bombus ouricomus 

Golden northern bumblebee 
Bombusfervidus 

Southern plains bumblebee 
Bombusfraternus 

American bumblebee 
Bombus pennsylvanicus

Frandin's bumblebee has been proposed for listing and pro

tection as a federally endangered species.  

A principal factor driving bumblebee declines has been 

habitat destruction, specifically the loss of flower-rich 

grasslands. Grasslands represent optimal habitat for bumble

bees because they typically support diverse assemblages of 

flowering plants and relatively abundant nest sites. Other 

potential contributors to species declines include the intro

duction of parasites and diseases into wild populations, pesti

cide use and competition with the European honeybee.  

Why should we be concerned about the decline of native bees 

like bumblebees? As a group, these insects provide essential 

ecological services that help to maintain natural ecosystems 

systems upon which hundreds of other native species depend.  

The majority of flowering plants in North America require 

pollination by insects. For many plant species to produce viable 

seed, an insect must move pollen from one flower to another, 
resulting in fertilization. Without pollinators, many plant 

species would fail to reproduce. Of all the insects that visit 

flowers, bees are the most important pollinators.  

Two traits make bees preeminent pollinators. First, they 

purposefully collect pollen. Bees gather pollen to feed their 

offspring, and the act of foraging for this food source results 

in the transfer of pollen from flower to flower. During a sin

gle day, a female bee might visit several hundred flowers, 

depositing pollen all along the way. Second, bees tend to be 

specific about what flowers they visit while collecting pollen.  

During a foraging trip, a female bee might visit only the flow

ers of a particular plant species. The benefit of a specific for

aging preference is that the plant's pollen is not deposited on 

the flowers of a different plant species and wasted.  

Along with their substantial ecological contributions, native 

bees have proven to be more efficient and effective pollinators 

than honeybees for such agricultural crops as blueberries, 

pumpkins, squash, watermelons and tomatoes. The pollina

tion service provided to agriculture by native bees has been 

estimated to be in excess of $3 billion annually. The added 

benefit to farmers from native bees is that their services are 

essentially free if adequate natural habitat is maintained 

around farms to support healthy populations of these pollina

tors. However, more often than not, that natural habitat has 

been destroyed or degraded, and, like the honeybee, native 

bees are facing declines.  

Texas bumble-watchers 
Despite their critical roles in agriculture and natural ecosys

tems, bumblebees have gone relatively unstudied in Texas.  

The last published review of species in the state was in 1912, a 

century ago. There is a real need to evaluate the status of these 

insects in our state to assess how their populations are faring 

and to determine whether conservation actions are needed.  

A first step in this process is simply recording where species 

are today. The website texasbumblebees.com enlists citizen 

"bumble-watchers" to aid in evaluating the state's bumblebee 

fauna. Contributing to this process can be as simple as casual

ly snapping images of bumblebees on flowers and recording 

the date and location. Visit texasbumblebees.com to learn 

more about this endeavor and how you can help.
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Identification 
As with many other insect groups, accurate identification of 

bumblebee species can be a little tricky. Within a species, indi

vidual color patterns can vary. Male bumblebees often have 

color patterns that differ markedly from those of females 

(queens, workers). Don't let that intimidate you. There are 
only nine bumblebee species in Texas. That's not an over

whelming number to get acquainted with. Just think of all the 
species bird-watchers have to learn. With some patience and 
study, you should be able to familiarize yourself with the bum

blebees that occur in the state (see chart, opposite page).  
Fortunately, when collecting nectar or pollen, bumblebees 

can be easily observed (use binoculars if you want) and are rel
atively tolerant of humans. But remember, bumblebees can 

deliver a relatively painful sting. Unlike the European honey
bee, they can also sting multiple times. Bumblebees that are 
away from their nests, foraging on flowers, are usually very 
placid and often oblivious to our presence, if they are not 
harassed. A bumblebee trapped in a butterfly net is a whole 

other matter. Never disturb a bumblebee colony if you discov
er their nest. They will defend it.  

Bumble anatomy! 
All bumblebees are relatively large, fuzzy insects. Their body 

is divided into three segments - the head, thorax and abdo
men. The abdomen, in turn, is composed of six segments.  
Dense hairs, in varying combinations of black and yellow, cover 
most of their body. When attempting to identify a bumblebee, 
the features you will want to concentrate on most will be the 
pattern of black and yellow on the thorax and abdomen.  

Identification basics 
From spring into midsummer, female bumblebees will 

be the most commonly encountered sex. As a result, iden
tification is simplified at this time of year with the absence 
of contrastingly patterned males. Once males emerge dur
ing the latter months of summer, identification becomes a 
little more difficult. The first step is assessing the thorax 

pattern of the bumblebee you are observing. Selection of 

one of the three thorax types narrows your options as far as 
abdominal color pattern is concerned. (A downloadable/ 

printable version of helpful illustrations can be found at 
texasbumblebees.com.) 

Mistaijen identities 
A number of insects can be confused with bumblebees.  

Chief among these is the eastern carpenter bee. This is a large, 
native bee with the same general form as a bumblebee. It also 
has yellow hairs on its thorax. A major distinguishing feature 
can be observed on the carpenter bee's abdomen. Carpenter 

bees have shiny, black abdomens with very few hairs, while 
bumblebees have furry abdomens.  

Other insects that could be mistaken for a bumblebee 
include a day-flying moth, the snowberry clearwing and several 
species of bumblebee-mimicking robberflies. The snowberry 
clearwing hovers in front of flowers to feed, unlike bumble

bees, which land and crawl over flowers to forage. The preda
tory robberflies that mimic bumblebees do not feed from

flowers but rather prey on other insects, including bumble

bees. Robberflies typically perch on vegetation, flying out as 

potential prey passes by.  

Gardening for bunblebees 
Conversion of natural habitats to less biologically diverse 

commercial and residential uses has eliminated a great deal of 
bumblebee habitat. You can enhance areas around your home 

for bumblebees and other native bees. Most of the methods 
used to create butterfly gardens also work well for native bees.  
In fact, it might be better to apply the broader moniker of 

"pollinator gardens" to such sites.  

Bumblebees have two basic needs: food from flowers in the 
form of nectar and pollen and suitable nesting sites. By creat

ing home garden plantings with appropriate plant species, you 
can increase foraging opportunities for native bees in your 
area. Attracting native bees is especially beneficial for those 
with backyard vegetable gardens.  

The size of your pollinator garden will largely be based on 
the space you have available and the time you wish to spend 
tending to it. Even a small garden can provide valuable 
resources for native bees. In terms of location, a spot that 
receives at least six hours of sunlight is ideal. Plants in areas 
that receive more sunlight will produce more nectar than those 
in shady spots.  

Bumblebees need a supply of nectar and pollen beginning 
in early spring and extending into late summer. When plan
ning your bumblebee garden, choose plants that will bloom at 
different times of the year (spring, summer, early fall). Large 
clusters of the same plant species work much better in attract

ing bumblebees than singly spaced plants.  

Insecticides used for garden pests can be toxic to bumble
bees. In gardens strictly devoted to flowers, the insects that 
feed on the foliage of plants should be viewed as just another 
user group, along with bumblebees, and allowed to live their 
lives. Also avoid the use of herbicides in bumblebee gardens.  
The presence of "weeds" or unwanted plants in your garden 

can be minimized by hand-pulling or mulching. The 
absence of these chemicals from our landscapes will benefit 
bumblebees and a whole host of other species.  

Plants native to Texas are the best choice for a bumblebee 
garden. Native plants have adapted to the often extreme con
ditions of a Texas summer and typically, once established, 
require much less care than non-native plants. Heirloom 
varieties of some plants and herbs are also acceptable for 
bumblebee gardens. They all provide a good source of nectar 
and pollen for bumblebees. Plants to avoid for bumblebee 
gardens include horticultural varieties and double-flowered 
hybrids (marigolds, roses). These plants have been bred for 

showy flowers in place of the structures that produce pollen.  
They also produce little to no nectar.  

Given Texas' geographic extent and diverse landscape, it 
would be impossible to provide a short list of suitable plants 
for bumblebees. Plant species for home landscapes in 
Houston are probably not suitable for the gardener in El 
Paso. Fortunately, the nonprofit Pollinator Partnership 
(www.pollinator.org) has produced very detailed, regionally 

specific plants lists for bees in Texas. *
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First there was one. Then a pair.  
Then a trio of Chihuahuan Desert 
diablos - whirling dervishes of what 
looked like columns of smoke, twisting 
crazily across the despoblado between the 
blacktop and the Davis Mountains. On 
this mostly isolated stretch of U.S.  
Highway go, the dust devils provided 
the only entertainment outside my 

window. But it was enough.  

The thermometer in my car that siz

zling afternoon read 103 degrees as I 
sped through the sere stretches of West 

Texas toward the tiny burg of Valen

tine. It was the penultimate leg of a 

more than 1,300-mile summer jour

ney through southeastern New Mexico 
and West Texas on the way back to the 
Hill Country.  

Mother Nature's ghostly mini-twisters 

seemed suddenly to materialize in the 
distance, rising in a single column 
before collapsing and dissipating, 
returning powdery dust and rock parti

cles to the desert floor. One dust devil, 
however, seemed to pick up steam as I 
approached, rising some 30 feet straight 
up into the air like a mini-tornado, 
finally spinning out its ephemeral life in 
the span of several minutes.  

The display got me wondering about 
this strange natural phenomenon. Just

what caused these dryland twisters and 
how prevalent are they in Texas? 
Information and statistics about the 
Lone Star State's little devils aren't easy 
to come by.  

"Dust devils have some similarities to 
water spouts and tornadoes, but are 
more approachable," says Richard 
Peterson, professor of atmospheric sci
ence at Texas Tech University. "The 

effort and funds to study them have not 

been as great as for the other two, 

undoubtedly due to their smaller dam

age potential." 

There's no shortage of tall tales about 
the phenomenon, however, and nick

names abound throughout the world.  

Sports teams and music groups have 
appropriated the term. The Cosmic 
Dust Devils is both the name of a Texas 
indie band and a 198 os-era, New York
based "noise rock" band, while the Tri
City Dust Devils are a minor-league 
baseball team in Pasco, Wash.

In Southwestern folklore, the dust 

devil attains hellish status. According to 
Rafaela Castro's book, Chicano Folklore, "A 
prevalent character in the folklore of the 
Southwest, the devil is more commonly 
known as el Diablo." 

"Dancing devil" and "dirt devil" are 
terms for a dust devil in the Southwest.  

In Death Valley, Calif., it may be called a 
"sand auger" or "dust whirl." To the 

Navajo, dust devils are chiindii, ghosts or 

spirits of the dead members of their 
tribe. Their tradition holds that a chiindii 

spinning counterclockwise is a bad spir
it, while one spinning clockwise is a 

good spirit.  
According to Chicano Folklore, dust dev

ils take on a variety of intriguing 
nomenclature and personification 

depending on the part of the world in 
which they're found. In African folk
lore, a dust devil is a Num, a shape
shifting demon or sorcerer occupying 
the body of a human host and drawn to 
suffering and self-destructive souls 
unconsciously seeking release from the 

pain of their lives.  
Similarly, the Australians call the tiny 

twister by its aboriginal name, willy-wiqly, 
which connotes a scary spirit that parents 
say will descend from the spinning dirt 
column and whisk misbehaving children
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away. The Middle East's mega-sized versions, known to tower 

hundreds of meters into the sky, are known as djin, genies or 

devils. In Brazil, they are redemoinho, from the phrase moinho de 

vento, meaning "windmill." 
No matter their name or where they're found, dust devils 

command attention from scientists and casual observers alike.  
A dust devil springs to life when hot air near the ground 

rises quickly through a small pocket of cooler, low-pressure air 

above it, resulting in an unstable situation. Nearby air is 
drawn into the rising column, causing wind shears that create 
rotation. The shears and rotation serve as sources of vorticity.  
As more hot air rushes in at the bottom of the forming vortex, 
it replaces the air that is rising. Voila, a dust devil. As the rising 

air cools, it loses buoyancy. Eventually, surrounding cool air is 

sucked in, usually dissipating the dust devil in a few seconds.  
Though most American dust devils are small, measuring 

several feet wide and roughly the same in height, they can 

reach up to 300 feet wide and 1,ooo feet tall. According to 
Peterson, unique field studies have measured speeds of more 

than 60 miles per hour in some dust devils. Mostly ephemeral 

in nature, some of the larger whirlwinds have been known to 

spin across the landscape for 10 to 20 minutes. The spinning 

air column and surface friction produce forward momentum.  

Ideal conditions for the formation of a devil are clear, sunny 
skies, light or no wind, a cool atmospheric temperature and 
flat, barren terrain, such as desert. The greater the difference 
in temperature between near-surface air and the atmosphere, 

the longer it will last before dying out.  
When dust devils become prolific in West Texas during 

warm-weather months, some motorcyclists choose to leave 

their bike at home for safer transportation. Though dust dev

ils are typically harmless, history has recorded several instances

when they have proved fatal.  

In 2010, an inflatable jump house in which three children 

were playing in east El Paso became airborne when a large 

dust devil picked it up and sent it flying 10 feet in the air 

and over a fence. The youngsters survived mostly unscathed, 
but such was not the case when one of the desert cyclones 

collapsed a shed near Casper, Wyo., killing a woman. In 

2000, a dust devil, packing what was later estimated at 75 
mph winds, slammed into the Coconino County Fair

grounds in Flagstaff, Ariz., damaging tents, stands and 

booths and injuring several people.  
Dust devils of any size also can produce radio noise and 

electrical fields as they pick up small spinning dirt and dust 

particles that collide and become electrically charged. These 

electrical fields help the vortexes lift materials off the 

ground and hurl them into the atmosphere, sometimes 

creating what are called "sand pillars" that spew dust into 

the air, creating hazy skies.  
Dust devils are not just an earthly phenomenon. Some 

NASA scientists have voiced concern that when astronauts do 

someday land on Mars, they will have to contend with wind

propelled dust and sand. Static electricity generated by that 

planet's documented giant dust devils could pose a hazard to 

rockets launching from the surface to return to Earth. Images 

sent home by space probes such as the Mars rover Spirit show 

innumerable wandering tracks all over the planet's surface left 

by gyrating extraterrestrial dust devils.  

For now, however, travelers driving through the vast dry 

farmlands and deserts of Texas can content themselves with 

enjoying the show beyond their windshield, knowing they 

share this phenomenon - dust devils - with earthlings 

around the globe, and maybe even Martians. *

(continued from Page 25)

pound blocks, the locally made cheese can be purchased at the 

United Supermarket in Dalhart.  
Hungry for more than cheese, I had a brisket plate that night 

at Hodie's BBQ, owned by Richard and Sheila Gallegos.  
Frankly, having access to so much good barbecue in Central 

Texas, I didn't have high expectations. When I think brisket, the 
Panhandle does not normally come to mind. I was pleasantly 

surprised by the taste and cowboy-sized portions.  
Dalhart's showplace is the La Rita Performing Arts Theater.  

Built in the 1920s during the era of the grand movie house and 
remodeled in 1942, the La Rita eventually went the way of other 

smaller town theaters and shut down in the 1970s.  
But in 1989, a group called Dalhart Community Theater 

took over the building and restored it to its once-elegant self.  

In the process, it added professional-quality stage lighting 

and a powerful sound system. With seating for 224, the La 

Rita has a year-round schedule of both amateur and profes

sional performances.  
Dalhart's biggest month for visitors is August. That's when the 

town comes close to doubling in population during the annual 

XIT Reunion, an event this cow town has hosted since 1937.  
The most-honored guest at that first gathering was 83-year

old Ab Blocker, who had come up from Bigwells in South Texas.  

As a trail driver for his brother, who had a ranch in Tom Green 

County, Blocker brought the first herd of cattle to the XIT in 

1885. Not only did he deliver the ranch's first cattle, he gave the 

ranch its famous brand.  
At the time, the ranch had no brand. After figuring on the 

matter for a while, Blocker drew "XIT" in the dirt with his boot 

heel. That configuration could be burned with a straight iron, 
and if done carefully, could not be altered by rustlers. (That XIT

stood for "Ten in Texas," since the ranch sprawled over parts of 

10 counties, has since been written off as legend.) 

The reunion starts on the first Thursday of August each year 

and continues through Saturday. The Professional Rodeo 

Cowboy Association puts on a world-class rodeo every evening.  

And as soon as the rodeo ends and everyone gets the dust 

washed off, there's a dance each evening.  

For those who don't feel like rattling their hocks on the dance 

floor, there's a Western melodrama at the La Rita Theater each 

night of the reunion. Last year a packed house enjoyed The Villain 

Wore a Dirty Shirt orAlwcays Wash Your LongJohns 'Cause It Makes a Lotta Cents, 
but there's a new cornpone play each season.  

While you have to buy tickets for the rodeo, the dances and the 

melodrama, count on some kind of free food from 4 to 6 p.m.  

at what's fittingly called BBQ Park, just south of the rodeo 

grounds. Thursday offers free watermelon, Friday's fare is free 

pork chops, and on Saturday, it's free barbecue. A tradition 

since 1937, the Saturday event has become the world's largest 

free barbecue. Each year, an estimated 20,ooo folks tie on the 

feedbag for brisket, beans, breads, pickles and a traditional 

dessert of homemade applesauce.  

As the years passed, the number of reunion attendees who had 

ridden for the brand began to wane, though the popularity of 

the event remained high. Of the original reunion organizers, 
Cordia Sloan Duke, widow of former longtime XIT manager 

Robert Duke, lived the longest. Late in her life, she collaborated 

with historian Joe B. Frantz on Six Thousand Miles ofFence, a book 

about the XIT published in 1961. Five years later, she died in 

Dalhart, where she had lived since her husband's death in 1933.  
The last old XIT hand, Ira L. Taylor, died in an Amarillo nurs

ing home in 1999 at 103. *
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Get a wilder view 
of Texas with the 
Great Texas Wildlife 
Trail maps!
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Find over 950 places to view 
wildlife on self-guided driving 
tours throughout Texas:

" Parks 
" Nature centers 
" Zoos

* Lakes 
- Private ranches 
- Scenic drives



GOODS AND SERVICES FOR THE OUTDOOR ENTHUSIAST 

H A R K E T P L A C E 
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION & MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS: (512) 799-1045

1400 fm 218 
Zephyr, Texas 76890 

tailstx.com

Deer ti;,.. P OV ", 9 

Reasonable Rates 
4 nights 3 days all inclusive 

Call for pricing 
100% success rate for 2011 season 
Hunting 7500 acres high fence in 
Brown, Mills & Comanche counties 

Trophy Whitetail Hunts 
Gr ~ nch 

MASON, TEXAS 

DOE INCLUDED IN HUNT PACKAGE 

HIGH FENCED 

GUIDED ONE-ON-ONE HUNTS 

ENCLOSED BLINDS 

MODERN CABIN WITH ALL THE AMENITIES 

GREAT FOOD 

Web Site: graniicouaksranchcoin 
:jnail: huntoxgraniztcoaksranch. coin 

325.258.4447 

REAL ESTATE;

4 RANCH BROKERAGE, CONSULTING 
AND EVALUATION 

4 CUSTOM HIGH-END RANCH MAPS 

4 AUCTION/PRIVATE TREATY SALES

PR 1CT AND SERVICES

CAmWFORD & COMPANY

I

Rocla=About Adventures (512) 415-0804 
www.rock-about.com
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Guided Hunts 

325-642-7596 
www.sdwhitet

FI S H ING &.BOA TING

Speciaiizinq in - I

' t E shallow water flats 

, 1 I' . I I ! fishing for redfish, 

trout & flounder.  

* Full Day / Half Day 
* Baffin trips 
* Kayak Rentals 
* Kayaks Shuttle Drop off / pick up 
* Nature Boat Trips for Photography 

and Private Whooping Crane Tours 

Call (361) 463-6545 
rockportredrunner@yahoo.com 

www.rock po rt red run ner. com

DR® VERSA-TRAILER TM 

Use your ATV, UTV or GARDEN 
TRACTOR to...  

Haul and dump 
loads up to 1000 lbs.  
with ease! 

Shown with 

Wall Ext lenders, 
Pivoting 

Jack Stand 
and Winch 

PIVOTING HITCH allows your towing vehicle 
and the trailer to ride independently over 
rough terrain.  

BALANCED PIVOT-POINT makes dumping easy, 
even with a full load.  

REMOVABLE END PANELS come off in X 
seconds, without tools, for carrying long 
loads or for dumping.  

GALVANIZED BED won't rust.  

Call for a FREE DVD & Catalog! 

TOLL-FREE 

888-213-1250 
DRpowertrailer.com
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TRIMS, MOWS, 
AND NOW CUTS 
BRUSH! 
TRIM Only the DR® Trimmer/Mower pivots 
its cutting cords to the side so you can trim 
along buildings and under fences! 

MOW waist-high weeds with 5X the power 
of handheld trimmers! Patented "no-wrap" 
design.  

CUT BRUSH, burdock, cattails, even 
woody stalks up to 3/8" thick with DR® 
DuraBlades! 

NEW! DR* DuraBlades 
Optional metal/composite 

blades cut the tough 
stuff nylon cords 

can't touch! 
c 

Call for a FREE DVD & Catalog! 

888-213-1250 
www.DRtrimmer.com
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KARANKAWA VI1LAG 
"for the good life on the gulf"

THE LODGE & CATTAILS

The ambience is casual at The Lodge but the amenities are luxurious. Each of the eight rooms are 
uniquely styled, featuring the finest organic bedding, large bathrooms and original artworks.  
Gourmet coffees and flat screen televisions are found in each room and two outdoor living rooms 
with fireplaces are yours during your Visit. Our popular mercantile shop, Cattail, is part of the 
Karankawa Vil'age just across the boardwalk. 1Here you will find more of the finest coffees, wines, 
cigars, gourmet foods, artwork, clothing and homewares.

Phone: (979) 863-7737 www.karankawavillage.com
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www.visitcorpuschristitx. org 

Costa del Mar, pg. 15
www.costadeimar.com 

4. Lake Whitney, pg. 16 
www. getawaycapital.com 

5. LaRue Tactical, pg. 23 
512-259-1585 

www.larue.com 

6. Sand Creek Post & Beam, pg. 20 
888-489-168o 

www. sandcreekpostandbeam. corn 

TE A P K & 
T E X A P A K W L L F E * 5

TREKRR Jungle Travel Washcloth.  
Rinses clean and stinlig free.  

2 pac' *8 
www.lunatecgear.com

...he ONL Y Trimme t

FREE 
Information! 

To receive more information on our 

advertisers, fill out the card at left orgo to 

www.tpwmagazine.com/advertising/thismonth or 

scan the QR code below withyour smartphone.  

1. Amarillo, pg. 18 
80o-692-1338 

www.visitAmarilloTX. com 

2. Corpus Christi CVB, pg. 19 
800-766-BEACH (2322)
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Rio FRIo LODGING 
& NATURE CENTER 

Retreat to 
the Hills for 

a Week or 
j Weekend of 

Relaxation & 
Adventure 

Birding, Bat Flight, Kayak & Nature Tours 

www.texasnaturequest.com 830-966-2320 
www.hillcountryadventures.com - www.friolodging.com

THIS MONTH'S INNSIDER CHOICE is 
Historic Kuebler Waldrip Haus 

Bed & Breakfsat 

Enjoy a quiet setting with an original pioneer home, an original 

one-room schoolhouse and a separate cabin. We are located on 

43 scenic acres with 10 rooms minutes from New Braunfels, 
Gruene, the Guadalupe and Comal rivers, and Canyon Lake.  

Guests enjoy a full breakfast and a common room with snacks, 
drinks and Texas Blue Bell Ice Cream. It is easy and quick to 

book a room by calling.  

(830) 625-8300 or (800) 299-8372 HlsToRIc Ki JEBLER WALDRIP 

www.kueblerwaldrip.com BED & BREAKFAST 

* Texas Ranch Life. Restored historic Texas 

homes on 1,400-acre ranch between Bellville & 

1Chappell Hill. Weekend rental includes bass fish

" + ring, trail and chuckwagon rides, cutting, bird/ 

coyote/raccoon hunting and cow works available.  

w _ i www.texasranchlife.com (866) TEXASRL 

* Meyer B&B. On Cypress Creek, Hill Country, 
mid-1800s stage stop, Texas landmark. Pool, 

hot tub, fireplaces, golf.  

www.meyerbedandbreakfast.com (888) 995-6100 

* The Whistler B&B. 1859 Victorian home, 

lovingly restored. Original antiques. Peaceful 

atmosphere on three wooded acres. Gourmet 

breakfast.  

www.thewhistierbnb.com (800) 404-2834 

FR E I K B R 

* Palo Alto Creek Farm. Landmark historic 
German-Texas farmstead on the creek. Ancient 

oaks, abundant wildlife, Hill Country tranquili

ty. Beautifully renovated log cabin, barn, farm

house, all with private spa therapy rooms.  

www.paloaltocreekfarm.com (800) 997-0089 

* Settler's Crossing Bed and Breakfast.  
Private historic log cabins and cottages spread 

over 35 park-like acres, just minutes from 

town.  

www.settlerscrossing.com (800) 874-1020 

SLIP NEWBRAUNFELS 

* Historic Kuebler-Waldrip Haus & 
Danville Schoolhouse. 4

3
-acre deer haven 

near Gruene, rivers. Getaways, reunions, wed

dings, corporate retreats. 10 luxurious rooms, 

Jacuzzis. Delicious breakfasts.  

www.kueblerwaldrip.com (800) 299-8372 

* Gruene Mansion Inn. Premier romantic 
B&B, next door to Gruene Hall and overlooking 

the Guadalupe River... a little Texas Magic.  

www.GrueneMansioninn.com (830) 629-2641 

astes u t0 gallons of water 
HOOPEs' HOUSE is actually a limited re ' ROCKPORT, TExAs 

shortage problems (800) 924-1008 
www.hoopeshouse.com 

. Pay e toyour water NATIONALLY HISTORIC VICTORIAN HOME.  

EIGHT ROOMS EACH WITH PRIVATE BAILH.  
--e n FULL BREAKFAST INCLUDED. CALL FOR BROCHURE.  

'ure. Like to learn more? 
,ij"', LOOKING FOR SOMETHING SPECIAL 

w r . FOR HOLIDAYS, ANNIVERSARIES, 

BIRTHDAYS, COMPANY GIFTS ETC...  

Gift Certificates 
ORDER ONLINE ON A SECURE SERVER 

WWW.TEXASBB.ORG
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Meticulously 
Hand-Cast Sculpture 

Hand-Painted For 
Thrilling Lifelike Detail 

Evokes the thrill of live 
"eagle cams" that have 

captivated 
millions 

Five Sculpted Eagles, 
i Intricate Sculpted Nest, 

Wood-tone Base, and 
Golden Name Plaque 

Rare Views of the Eagles' 
High-rise Home 

Once listed as endangered in all lower 
48 states, the American Eagle 1is 
made a remarkable recovery. Th:s 
dramatic turnaround has made 

eagles an internet sensation, wi:h 
millions viewing them daily cn popular 
eagle cams." Now "Treetoj Majesty" 

from the Bradford Exchange lets you explore 
ian eagle family's lofty treetop home any time.  

Thy limited-edition sculpture is meticulous y 
I and-cast and hand-painted for tue-to-l ie 
detail. Don't miss this fascinating tribute to an 

enduring symbol of freedom and its timeless 
family values.  

A Superb Value 
Satisfaction Guaranteed 

Act now to reserve your limited 
edition at just $59.99*, payable 
in three installments 3f S19.99, 
the first due before shipment 

- There's no risk with cur 365-day 
- satisfaction guarantee. Ser d 

no money now, just return the 
Reservation Application now! 

RESERVA-ION APPLICATION SEND NO MONEY NOW 

BRAUFORi) EX CHANGE 

9345 Milwaikee Avenue Niles, IL 60-'14-1392 

YES. Flease reserve the "Treetop Majesty" 
collectible for me as described in this announcement.  
Limit: one per order. Please Respond Promptly 

Mrs. Mr Ms.  
Name (Please Print Clearly) 

Addres=_ 

"y t >,City 

State Zip 

01-14218-001-E31791 
*Plus a total o' $E.99 shipping and service. Limited-edition presentation restricted to 295 
casting days. Please a low 2-4 weeks after initial payment for shipment Sales subjec, :o 

p ; product availaDilit aid order acceptance.
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of he owe a~irste Waraty. 2) EPA estimated 14 c ity/2n [mvy mrpg Ram 4x 3) 'i00Oe Cab ~pt varies by a 
paaeyFem o and Ram Box are registered trademar <s of Chrysler Group LLC.  

EVES E LIER



Hank Parker, host of 
"Hank Parker's Outdoor 
Magazine"and 2-time 
Bassmaster Classic
champion 

/r

Your source for top 

brands at low prices.  
Find all these brands and more at your local store.
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